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 Explore Pyongyang & Rason Special Economic Zone 
 

Press tour to North Korea (economy 

related) 14 – 24 May 2017 
 

 
 
Rotterdam, 20 January 2017 
 

North Korean leader Kim Jong-un, during his recent New Year’s address, stressed his intention to 
diversify and increase the quality of North Korean-made consumer goods. North Korean state 

media reports suggest that the economic development strategy of 2017 will be more heavily 
focused on expanding light industry and agriculture. This offers business opportunities for foreign 
companies.  
 
Actually, the North Korean economy has grown steadily in the Kim Jong-un era, due to several 
pragmatic policies. The country has improved its agricultural production, experimented with 
limited agricultural reforms, transferred some decision-making responsibility from the state to 

the firm level, and has stopped opposing private market transactions. There is also a growth in 
the number of special economic zones in order to attract foreign investors. The North Korean 
economy is reported to have grown by one or two percent per year, with the Hyundai Research 
Institute reporting that the annual GDP growth may have reached as high as seven percent.  
 
Economic growth however is hampered by the continuing sanctions, and the UNSC 2770 and 
UNSC 2321 resolutions of March and November 2016 are the toughest multilateral measures yet. 

Despite these obstacles, North Korea finds itself at a new era of international economic 

cooperation, and it especially welcomes business with Europe. North Korea is offering various 
products and services to export markets, while the country is also in need for many foreign 
products and investments. And in the current financial and economic situation, European 
companies face many challenges. They must cut costs, develop new products and find new 
markets. In these fields, North Korea is an interesting option. There are several sectors, 
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including renewable energy, garments, shipbuilding, agro business, fishing, horticulture, logistics, 

stone processing, tourism and Information Technology, that can be considered for trade and 
investment. North Korea is competing with other Asian countries by offering skilled labour at low 
monthly wages. In particular firms with production facilities in China, where the wages have been 
rising fast, are currently investigating alternative options in North Korea.     

 
The following production sectors are described in more detail: 

 Textile and garments: www.gpic.nl/Making-garments-in-North-Korea.pdf  
 Software and ICT: www.gpic.nl/outsourcingInNorthKorea(CACM).pdf  
 Example of animation (video): www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihaRfjbKvF4 
 Flower sector: www.gpic.nl/North-Korea-flower.pdf.   

 
For examples of investment opportunities: 

 Tourism (investment project for the Wonsan-Kumgang International Tourist Zone):  
www.gpic.nl/investment-projects-in-North-Korea.pdf 

 Floriculture project: www.gpic.nl/DPRK-Floriculture.pdf 
 Options inside EDZ’s (Economic Development Zones):  

www.gpic.nl/Economic-Development-Zones-North-Korea.pdf. 
 

Example of educational exchange: 
 Summer Language Program (study Korean at the Kim Il Sung University, Pyongyang) 

www.gpic.nl/Study-Korean-in-Pyongyang.pdf.  
 

 

 
Delegations of North Korean buyers, visiting the Netherlands (agriculture and renewable energy missions) 

 

Press mission 2017: a short overview (draft) 
 
For European companies interested in working with North Korea, one of the immediate 
challenges is collecting detailed information and finding suitable business partners. Local 
enterprises mostly do not have a presence on the Internet, and access to them is not easy. For 
this reason, we organize business missions on a regular basis. Our upcoming mission to 
Pyongyang will take place from 14-20 May  (see: www.gpic.nl/NKmission2017.pdf).   
 
These economic missions were informative and successful. The participants found the program, 

with general and tailor made meetings and company visits, interesting and well-varied. We were 
also able to meet European business people, working and living in North Korea. In addition, there 
were opportunities for informal meetings. Journalists have often asked us if it is possible to join 
such a business mission, but unfortunately, we are not allowed to mix a business trip with 
members of the press. Since 2014 however, we got permission to organize separate press 
missions. A number of European journalists have now taken part, from Dutch, Belgian, German, 

French and UK press agencies (including TV). These delegations are relatively small in size. 
 

Our upcoming press mission will take place from 14 – 24 May. For the first time, the visit to 
Pyongyang will be extended with a trip to a Special Economic Zone. During this unique mission, 
the participants will be informed about economic developments and trade opportunities in several 

http://www.gpic.nl/Making-garments-in-North-Korea.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/outsourcingInNorthKorea(CACM).pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihaRfjbKvF4
http://www.gpic.nl/North-Korea-flower.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/investment-projects-in-North-Korea.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/DPRK-Floriculture.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/Economic-Development-Zones-North-Korea.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/Study-Korean-in-Pyongyang.pdf
http://www.gpic.nl/NKmission2017.pdf
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areas, including light industry, agribusiness and Information Technology. They will also receive 

information about investment projects in a number of sectors. After our stay in Pyongyang, we 
will take a domestic flight to the northeast, in order to visit the Rason Special Economic Zone 
(bordering China and Russia). The draft programme of the mission, which will start and end in 
Beijing, is as follows:  

 
Sunday 14 May 2017  
Participants will arrive in Beijing. We will meet each other in the evening, at an informal welcome 
reception. Introduction to the press mission 
(including the topic: “how to act as a journalist in 
North Korea”, which is related to earlier problems).  
 
Monday 15 May  

In the morning: individual visa collection at the DPRK 
Embassy in Beijing. Receiving Air Koryo airplane 

tickets. The afternoon is available for an individual 
program. Tentative: attending the afternoon 
seminar: “Doing business with DPRK”. Several 
European speakers will address various aspects of 
trade and investment in North Korea (including the 
impact of sanctions, such as the UNSC 2270 and 

UNSC 2321).      
      
Tuesday 16 May  
Transport from the hotel to the airport. Departure from Beijing to Pyongyang, using the national 
airline Air Koryo (JS152, 12:55 - 15:25). Upon arrival, we will meet our Korean hosts. Transport 
will be arranged to the hotel in Pyongyang. The program of the mission will be handed out to the 
participants, after which a welcome dinner will take place.       
 
Wednesday 17 and Thursday 18 May 

Lectures, company visits and discussions in Pyongyang with managers of North Korean 
companies will take place. Also presentations by government officials, members of the Academy 
of Sciences and investment agencies. Specific request for visits or meetings can be requested by 
the journalists. These could be in various sectors, such as: 
• production (e.g. a garment factory) 
• ICT (e.g. a software company; an animation studio) 
• agriculture (e.g. a greenhouse) 
• logistics (e.g. a warehouse). 

 
There might be some time made available for informal activities, such as a citytour, a visit to an 
art gallery, etc. The latest fad in Pyongyang: sightseeing in ultralight airplanes. 
 

Friday 19 May  
For the first time, our press mission will include a visit to Rason. Departure from Pyongyang for 

the domestic flight with Air Koryo to Orang at 09.30 am. Arrival in Orang at 10.50 am. Transport 
to Rason Special Economic Zone by bus.    
 

Saturday 20, Sunday 21, Monday 22 May 
Visits in Rason. Lectures, company visits and meetings with 
representatives of North Korean and foreign companies will 
take place. These are in various sectors.  
 
Tuesday 23 May 

Departure from Rason and return by plane from Orang to 
Pyongyang. Depending on the arrival time, a visit to the 20th 

Pyongyang Spring International Trade Fair can be included 
(this fair takes place from 22 – 25 May and is organized by 
the Korea International Exhibition Corporation). 

 
Wednesday 24 May 

Remaining visits in the morning. In the afternoon, we will                 Swedish booth at the trade fair 
depart from Pyongyang to Beijing (Air China, CA122 17:20 - 18:15).  
Upon arrival, participants can take a connecting flight to Europe, or continue their stay in China.                                                                                                  
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Participation fee  
For journalists, the participation fee for the 
North Korea part is 4380 Euro per person 
(excl. VAT, if applicable) and will be invoiced 
by GPI Consultancy. In the fee is included: 

 
 processing of the press visa request 

(through DPRK Embassy in Beijing) 
 all organisational costs (arranging 

visits and meetings, assistance of 
Korean guides and translators) 

 hotel accommodation in Pyongyang 
(we proposed a downtown hotel) and 

Rason for 8 nights 
 entrance ticket to the Pyongyang 

Spring International Trade Fair                                                     Rason harbour 
 all meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
 local transport and drivers in Pyongyang and Rason 
 transport to Rason, including air ticket (Air Koryo) from Pyongyang – Orang – Pyongyang  

 assistance of one or two experienced Dutch guides.  
 
In case of interest, please contact us as soon as possible, and we will send you the application / 
registration / visa forms. The processing of the applications by North Korea will take more than 
one month and no travel arrangements should be made before approval by the North Korean 
authorities. Note: in order to reduce costs, it is also possible to hire a Korean TV-crew. 

 

Logistics / arrangements of the press tour 
 Requests for specific visits or meetings are welcome. The final program will however be 

decided by the North Korean organizers. The group visits will be accompanied by Korean 
guides/translators and the participants will understand that (contrary to our business 
missions) individual trips and outings might not possible during a press tour.  

 We welcome journalists (including TV reporters) from all nations but the size of the 
delegation will be relatively limited. The North Korean organizers will make the selection 
– and will probably have a preference for European participants.  

 All participants will travel on their own to and from Beijing; the date of arrival and the 
choice of the hotel in Beijing are up to the participant (note: we will propose a hotel 
which is centrally located). The participants will make their own reservations and will pay 
the costs involved directly to the airline and to the hotel.  

 The participation fee for the North Korea part is 4380 Euro per person (excl. VAT, if 
applicable) and will be invoiced by GPI Consultancy. Not included in this fee are: costs of 
visa for North Korea (around 60 euro); the air tickets from Beijing to Pyongyang v.v. 

(around 800 Euro). 

 Participants will arrange before the trip a visa for China (a double entry visa in case the 
trip will be continued in China) and insurances (e.g. travel; cancellation). Also medical 
vaccination – if required. Note: China offers 72 hours of visa-free transit for foreign 
visitors who are transiting through Beijing. 

 The North Korean authorities must approve the participation of the journalist, so no 
travel arrangements should be made before the 

approval. The processing of the visa-
applications by North Korea will take more than 
one month.  

 The organizers have the right to cancel or 
postpone the mission in case of an insufficient 
number of registrations, unexpected events 
(e.g. political developments, the closure of the 
Korean border related to health issues) or 

calamities.  
 Some optional excursions are at own costs (e.g. 

sightseeing Pyongyang in ultralight airplanes). 
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For further information 

Please contact us if you need further information. This press mission is initiated by GPI 
Consultancy, a specialized Dutch consultancy firm in the field of offshore sourcing. We arrange 
business missions to various Asian countries, including North Korea.  

 
Note: our first contacts with North Korea were related to ICT outsourcing. Paul Tjia, 
founder of GPI Consultancy, is co-author of the handbook: “Offshoring Information 
Technology - Sourcing and Outsourcing to a Global Workforce” (Cambridge University 
Press), available at Amazon: www.amzn.to/xegoU9. It contains information on North 
Korea. 
 

Contact details 
GPI Consultancy, P.O. Box 26151, 3002 ED Rotterdam, the Netherlands  

Tel.: +31-10-4254172  E-mail: info@gpic.nl, Web: www.gpic.nl  

Twitter:  twitter.com/PaulTjia  LinkedIn: nl.linkedin.com/pub/paul-tjia/1/445/958 

 
 

Impression of a previous press tour to 

North Korea (economy-related) 
 

 

 

http://www.amzn.to/xegoU9
mailto:info@gpic.nl
http://www.gpic.nl/
https://twitter.com/PaulTjia
http://nl.linkedin.com/pub/paul-tjia/1/445/958
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Examples of visits in Pyongyang 
  
Companies in Europe, China, and South Korea are producing various kinds of clothing in North 
Korea and some of the local factories have become very large and experienced exporters. A 
textile company was visited. With a highly skilled labour force and with the lowest wages in Asia, 
a growing number of foreign garment firms are currently operating in-country.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Visit to an electric cable factory, and to a building materials factory. Due to the expansion of 
building activities in North Korea, these firms need to increase their output. As part of new 

economic measures, companies have now more freedom. They are also seeking foreign 
investments. 
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Presentations were given by members of the Academy of Sciences about the recent changes in 

the economic policy (e.g. directors of state factories are now given more freedom than in the 
past). Also the plans with Special Economic Zones and the laws related to international joint 
ventures were discussed. 
 

 

 
 
 
Example of a European joint venture with a North Korean firm: a coffee shop 
 

 

 
 

 
More cars and taxis are visible              Dinner at one of the new restaurants  
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New apartment buildings (‘Pyonghattan’)                                Meeting Europeans living in Pyongyang 
 

 

 
 
A visit to the Mirin Horse Riding Club. Interviews could be held with the public.  
 
 

 
 
Informal activities took place, such as a visit to the dolphinarium and to a floating restaurant.  
 

 
 


